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TECHNIQUES FOR CUTTING IRRADIATED FUEL DUCTS AT FFFF/IEM CELL
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Richland, Washington 99352
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ABSTRACT diminished as experience was gained, equipment upgrades were incor-
porated, and techniques were developed. Duct cutting is now becoming
routine.

Two remotely controlled mill-type cutters luavebeen used in the
Fast Flux Test Facility Interim Examination and Maintenance Cell to
assist in the disassembly of 18 fuel assemblies. These cutters slit the EQUIPMENT
outer duct of the fuel assemblies, which allows the ducts to be removed

and provides access to the encased fuel pins. The cutters were Both the horizontal and vertical duct cutters are controlled by a
developed by Westinghouse Hanlord Company and thoroughly tested Computer and operator console lOcated in the operating gallery. 3 The )
by cutting prototypic ducts. During actual use, however, occasional cutting hardware is located on the disassembly station inside the
loss of cutting depth control occurred. A discussion of the control IEM Cell. Figure 1 illustrates this disassembly station and mounting for
problems and the operation and design techniques developed for their the cutte,rs. The fuel assembly is clamped vertically to the support
resolution is presented, column and the vertical or horizontal cutter is mounted on the

X-Y table of the equipment column. The Z-drive assembly ot"the
INTRODUCTION equipment column provides vertical movement lhr ti_ecutter. The

X-Y table movement directions are also illustrated in Figure 1. Manual
controls on the operating console provides for station setup ,and ini_al

The Fast Flux Text Facility (FFFF) is a U,S. Government owned, cutter positioning.
400 MW)., '..a'xtium-cooledfast reactor p 'lantdesigned for irradiation test-

ing of n)aclearreactor fuels and materials, reactor safety, research and Both cutters use 127-mm (5-in.) by 1.58-mm (1/16-in.) metal slit-
development, testing of advanced reactor concepts, and equipment ting ,sawsdriven by 1/4 hp variable-speed motors. Table motions are
demonstration for liquid-metal fast reactors. The FFTF is located on controlled by the computer, which receives [eedback information on
the U.S. Dep;!nment of Energy's Hanford Site near Richland, the relative position of the duct surface to cutting blade from a depth-
Washington, and is operated by the Westinghouse Halffo_d Company, sensing probe. A backup stop-disk is mounted on the vertical cutter
a subsidiary of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation. 'arbor to physically limit the maximum depth of cut.

The Interim Examination and Maintenance (IEM) Cell is a verti- Accelerometers, one mounted on each cutter, function as acousti-
cal hot cell located within the FFTF containment building and is used cal sensors to provide the operator with ,an audio indication of the cut-
for processing reactor core assemblies and limited maintenance ring process. A shroud covers the cutting blade, except for the
activities. The atmosphere within this hot cell is argon, which permits immediate cutting area; the shroud is attached to a vacuum system
sodium-wetted assemblies to be handled. Selected irradhated fuel which contains the activated cutting particles. Figure 2 shows the
assemblies from the FFTF reactor core are processed in the IEIVlCell to horizontal cutter in use at the disassembly station.
determine the performance of experimental fuels and materi',gs. Typi-
cally, sodium is cleaned off of the irradiated fuel assemblies, which

• then are dimensionally measured and disassembled, and the fuel pins CUTTER OPERATION
are sent elsewhere for further examination.

Fuel assembly ducts are cut by performing multiple cutting
,li Disassembling a fuel assembly requires cutting the outer passes, e_ch .381 mm (.015 in.) deep, until the desired depth is reached.

hexagonal duct horizontally above the inlet nozzle and lifting the duct t::orsignifi _antly dilated ducts, as determined by previous dimensional
off the encased fuel pins. If the duct has dilated significantly in the fuel measuring, ,ertical cuts are performed, typically on three sides.
region, the duct must first be cut vertical!yon three sides. This allows Horizontal cutting is then performed on ali six sides. Figure 3
the duct to expand over the internal swollen fuel pins as it is removed, illustrates a fuel assembly with both horizontal and vertical cuts. Fuel
Specially designed vertical and horizontal cutters are used to pertorm assemblies with insignificant dilation need only horizontal cutting.
the duct cutting.

Becatkse fuel pins contact the inner surface of the duct wall, verti-
During the last seven years, these duct cutters have been used for cal cutting requires precise control of depth to avoid cutting into the

remote disassembly of ._8fuel assemblies. During the early years of fuel pins. The computer control system achieves preci:;ion by using
operation, cutting problems were common, but their frequency feedback information from the depth-sensing probe mounted adjacent

to the cutter blade. For vertical cutting, the desired depth of cut is





SPECIAL TECH/_QUES
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' ' L The lo,ssof depthcontrol from geometriccauseswas found to

result from the uneventopographyof theduct surfaces.The ductsur-
faces become uneven in the reactor core when the swelling imernal fuel
pins, which me spiral,wire wrapped for'pin spacing, push outward on
the containing duet. This pressure results in a general dilation of tile
duct surface in the fuel region as well as localized dilation where the
fuel pins exert the greatest pressure. Figure 4 shows a fuel assembly
with its duct parlially removed, revealing the, spkal-wfl'e wrapped fuel

Above Core pins. As the cutter traverses those dilated duct surface areas, the
Load Pad geometric relationship of the duct surface to the cutter's depth sensing

• probe, blade, anti backup stop.disk changes. Figure 5A Illustrates how
[-- cutting depth errors occur with uneven duct surfaces. Neither the sens-

ing probe nor the backup stop-disk provide the required depth control
when the cut is located on the slope of dilated areas.

Fuel
Region Area of Correcting the loss of depth control from _,c,_metric causes

Dilation require.s making the geometry as consistent as possible throughout the
full vertical cutting range. This range extends from below the fuel pins
near the duct/nozzle junction to above the fuel region, typically about

1.27 m (50 lh.). The geometry of the duct surface below the fuel regionis essentially flat and can be readily adjusted parallel to the cutter'sFuel
Duct Vertical x-axis. In th_ fuel region, the only surface area parallel to the _low-

Cut fuel region isat thepeak of each of the dilation areas. Therefore, as
illustrated by Figure 5B, cutting across the peaks of the dilation areas

Horizontal _ became a necessity. Also, straight-line vertical cutting needed to be
Cut retained because other methods would add considerable complexity.

Inlet
Nozzle

HEDL_410-129.16

Figure 3. FFIT Fuel Assembly illustrated With
Horizontal and Vertical Cuts.

nominally .051 mm (.002 in.) less than the thickness of the duct wall,
leaving a thin web. After ali cutting ts completed, but before pulling
the duct off the pin bundle, this wt0 is then mechmaically broken with a ,.,.r.
pry bar. To guard against inadwrtendy Cutting tlu'ough the cladding of
fuel pins inside the duct because of a possible system anomaly, the
backup stop-disk, which is only slightly sm'filer than the cutting blade,

• physically contacts the duct and limits the blade's depth,

Precision depth control for horizontal duct Cutdng is not as
crucial as for vertical cutting because this cut is located below the fuel
pin region. Multiple cutting passes, done similarly to vertical cutting
but without the backup stop-disk, are IJErformcd until full penetration
of the duct is achieved.

The initi',fldevelopment of the duct cutters was performed in a
mock-up facility and tested by cutting prototypic ducts, l-lowevcr,
during actual use of this system in the FFTFflEM Cell, occasional loss
of depth control occurred.

The depth control problem was found to have three primary ........ .
causes, categorized as geometric, electrical, and mechanical. The • .-
geometric cause was limited to tM vertical cutter whereas the electrical
and mechanical causes affected both the horizontal and vertical cutters. Figure 4. Duct Partially Removed from Fuel Assembly.

,'



BULGE generates one program report for each duct fuce. If a
Fuel Pin BULGE program report indicates that the maximum duct face dilation

/ Dilated Fuel Duct is small '[i.e., less than _out .036 mm (,015 in.)], the x.axis position for

//_ __..-_ vertical cutting is set to the center of the duct face. This magnitude of

.. / ' Depth Sensing Probe dilation will not cause, significant depth errors, regardless of where the
Arbor vertical cut is located. However, if the BULGE program report indi-

cates greater duct face dilation, alignment of the duct dilation areas
, with the cutter's vertical axis and placing Lhccutter's x.axis at the apex

r" ---'-Cutting The horizontal position of the dilation peaks, as indicated by the
Blade BULGE report, is not directly transferrable to the di_sassemblystation

"J because of the following:

DeLagt_ • Deformation of the fuel assembly bYbowhlg and twisting_ r "-[--]--"T"_ \ Baetcup along the vertical axis causes horizontal shifting of the dila-

" ErrPort IL%_ Stop DI.,k tion peaks in reference to the cutter's x-axis

• No mechanism exists for transferring given horizontal posi-

Figure 5A. Cutting on Slope of Dilation Causes tions at the measuring station to corresponding positions at
'LargeDepth Control. the disassembly station. The reference position at the

measuring station is a mathematically derivedcenterpoint

Small whereas the reference position for cutting is the cutter's

Depth x.axis east movement ]Limit.
Erro , ,r _>,-] Profilometry dam acquired at the measuring station is routinely

used to generate face plots, These are point graphs of individual
--___ ..m._,_._. measuring passes across ali the faces of the duct at ',di the measured

vertical positions. Figure 6B shews an example of three face plots,
C corresponding to the three largest dilation peaks reported by BULGE,

and showing the contour of the dilation areas. The greater the slope of

L_f, the dilation contour at the position of cutting, the greater the depthcontrol error will be. The BULGE program report is used in conjunc-
Lionwith the face plots and two of the three dilation peaks are selected
based on their potential to cause the greatest depth control errors. In the

39008062.2 case of the example shown by Figures 6A and 6B, the two dilation

i

_ peaks selecmd would be at vertical positions 1.92and 1.49 m (75 and
58 in., respectively). These two vertical positions are used with an
on.line program, HIGH, at the disassembly station.

Figure 5B. Cutting at Center of Dilation
Miniinizes Depth Control Errors. When _ tirol as_mbly is transferred to the disassembly station, an

on.line program, RALIGN, is first run to assist with rotational align,

Implementing these requirements required charar'terizing the duct mont. With the cutting blade removed, dais program automatically
surface topography to locate the areas of greatest dilation. Then, at Lhc moves the cutter's depth sensing probe across the face of the duct, just
disassembly station, setup would ?equlre the following: above the duct/nozzle junction, and reports the slope of the duct face in

reference to the cutter's horizontal axis. Wllen the slope is les_ than

• Assuring correct rotational align|nent of the fuel assembly 0.007 (slope = AY/txX), rotational alignment is satisfactory.
in the disassembly station, as referenced to the cutter's

' horizontal x-axis To locate the optimtunposition ibr the vertical cut along the
cutter's horizontal x.axis, lhc program HIGH is run. With the cutting

• Locating the horizontal position of the dilation area peaks blade removed, HIGH automatically moves the cutter's depth sensing
,, and assuring these peaks are aligned verdcaUy in the disas- probe across the face of the duct at the two vertical positions previously

sembly station, as referenced to the cutter's verti"calaxis selected using BULGE and reports the horizontal positions where the
peaks occur. If the tlorizontal positions of the two peak dilation points

• Positioning the cutter such that the vertical cut traverses the do not agree within a specified tolerance, the assembly is adjusted
peaks of the dlladon areas, vertically on the support column and the alignment rechecked.

Characterizing the duct's surface topography was accomplished To assist the operators in positioning the cutters at their inidal
by using profilometry data acquired previously at the duct measuring starting locations, the on-line program PLACE is run. This program
station. An 0ff-line computer program, BULGE, reports the areas of accepts position information, compensates for offsets such as the blade
greatest dilation with a graph and numeric listing, The graph show.s the tc depth sensing probe distance, and moves the cutter to the desired
position of greatest dilation for each measurement scan, while the position. The duct/nozzle junction is used as the v,.: '_cal reference
numeric listing delineates its magnitude. The correlation between this position for the initial vertical starting location, whereas the horizontad
BULGE-generated graphical map _mdthe plD'sieal duct is shown in reference point is the table's east movement limit.
Figure 6A. One face of a fuel region duct segment is overlaid with a
BULGE-generated graph; Lhcthree points having the greatest dilution
for the entire duct face indicated by open square data points.



Characterizing Duct Surface Topography
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Figure 6A. Fuol Region Duct Segment with _3verlay Figure 6B. Across Duct Face Plots of Tlu'ee
of Duct Surface Dilation Map. Largest Dilation Peaks.

B. Electrical • Installing a removable wiring harness with a local motor
connector and a tmavy-duty main connector designed for

The loss of depth control from elecuical causes was attributed to remote applications
the harsh environment of the IEM Cell and the vulnerability of the
instrumentation and electrical (I&E) cables and connectors to physical • Consolidating the mating I&E cables into one of rugged
abuse. The original design of these components on the duct cutters, design, and making them remotely detachable.
while similar to other long-lived hot cell components, did not hokl up
weil. Factors identified as unique to the cutters and contributing to Special desi&nafeatures of the cable included the following:
difficulties in the I&E components' performance were as follows:

, Remote connector plugs with stainless steel shells

• Frequent remote handling, including coupling and uncou-
• Double-jacketed polyimide insulated wirespiing of electrical connectors

• Snagging po,ential, since normal operation involved • Woven stainless steel outer jacket
significant :no\'ement, during both cutting and handling

• Multiple layers of der;sely woven fiberglass sleeving

• Electrical connectors not sufficiently rugged for repeated between wires and the outer jacket.

handling by heavy duty remote manipulators. With these electrical improvements, avoiding component

: Correcting the loss of depth control from electrical causes was damage and improving the ease of remote operation and maintenance
implemented during a general system upgrade and involved a newly have been significantly enhanced.
designed cutting system with a complete cable and connector replace-
mont. Before the upgrade, the motor, depth sensor, and accelerometer C. Mechanical

,, each had its own cable, which were separately connected to a nearby
junction box. The depth sensor and accelercmeter each had a connector
on their housing for connecting their cables, but the motor did not and The loss of depth control from mechanical c_auseswas attributed
was hard-wired: The cables were then harnessed together for ease of primarily to cutter parts loosening from vibration, z A contributing
handlhlg. As the individual depth sensor and accelerometer cables cause was the sensor probe linkages sticking because of mechanical
failed, they were remotely replaced, but the cables could not be binding.
remotely harnessed to the original cable At the time oi' the general
up_,wade,the vertical and horizontal cutters had three and two separate Both cutters use mechanical linkages between the depth sensing
cables, respectively. These exu'a cables were difficul; to handle probe's contact point and the position transducer. The position
remotely and were additional obstacles to the cutting process, Figure _. transducers are Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDT)
shows the disarrayed horizontal cutter cabling, which was also typical with moveable center cores. Each cutter's linkage consists of a lever,
of the vertical cutter cabling, before the general upgrade, pivoted at the center, with a hardened steel contact button at one end to

follow the duct surface. The other end connects to the position

Figure 7 illustrates the upgraded vertical cutter; the horizontal tmnsducer's core via an extension shall Return springs are u.md to
cutter was similarly upgraded. "T'hemajor electrical improvements were hold the contact button against the duct and to remove backlash of the
as follows: lever's pivot tx_artngand extension shaft joint.



Correcting the loss of depth control from mechanic',d causes was errors caused by tile non-uniform geometry of dilated ducl.s. These tech.
implemented as follows: t niques, which utilize existing profilometry data and computer-assist

programS, significandy facilitate the duct cutting process. The elect.n-

• Using a permanent aerobic thread adhesive on 'ali fixed cal and mechanical cutter upgrades utilized techniques that assure reli-
,_ threaded fasteners, notably the LVDT core extension shafts able performance in the harsh environment of the IEM Cell. The

methodology that has been developed Ilas proven to be very successful

, ?,oudnely checking tighmess of the LVDT ,,¢ecuringthumb in preparing ducts for remo,;ai from the irradJatat fuel assemblies.
screws
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